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Under review with ApJ

Dust Detection via FIELDS
[Mann+ 2011]

Detection Process:
- Impact ionization of dust (> 1 km/s)
- Plasma cloud forms
- Spacecraft surface potential rocked
- Voltage spikes detected by FIELDS
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Parker Solar Probe [Szalay+ 2020, Page+ 2020]

Counting Dust via TDS max peak detector

Based on waveform captures:
TDSmax peak detector signals > 50 mV are very nearly all dust
~2 kHz to ~1 MHz

Impact Rate vs. Time
50% variability in count rate
between encounters
Nearly all orbit-orbit variability
< 10 days from perihelion
Dust from all encounters more
consistent with β-meteoroids
than Keplarian dust
- no strong drop at perihelion

Dust Density vs. Time

Assume [Szalay+ 2020 ApJ]
- Thin ring β-meteoroid source at 5 Rs
- fixed # dust, spread out as 1/r2
- PSP effective collecting area for βs
- β + VPSP impact velocity

Counts / km3 = (counts/s) / (impact velocity * impact area)

Dust Density vs. R - 3 Encounters

density = 0.5 (rPSP / AU)2
[Szalay+ 2020]

All orbits show drop compared
to 1/r2 prediction

Interpretation: at ~ 40 Rs, PSP crosses below altitude where β-meteroids reach full velocity
Implication 1: Thin-ring 5 Rs model for β source does not match the data
Implication 2: β’s have not reached full velocity because their source region is further from Sun
than 5 Rs, further implying that the source particles (larger than 0.1 um) are missing close to the Sun
(dust extinction via collisions and/or sublimation).
With modeling: can estimate extent of dust free zone that would lead to observed β behavior

Impact Directionality Estimate
Use V DC data (@ ~293 S/s)
- Continuous through encounter 2,3
- Resolves many impacts
- All 5 voltage probe potentials

Impact Directionality Estimate
- Assumptions
- Largest signal indicates antenna closest to impact
- 90° cone of uncertainty
- Procedure
- Use relative amplitudes of adjacent antennas to tilt cone angle (< 45° allowed)
- +1 on all counts in cone width
- Build amplitude-weighted directional histogram

Impact Directionality Estimate

Qualitatively consistent with
Keplarian- and β-meteoroid pictures
Observations limited in radial distance

Directionality Ratio

Inconsistent with circular dust
Consistent with β-source region
far from Sun
Implication 1: Thin-ring 5 Rs model for β
source does not match the data

Observed

Implication 2: The source particles
(larger than 0.1 um) do not exist close to the
Sun (dust extinction via collisions and/or
sublimation).
With more complex models: can estimate
extent of dust free zone that can reproduce
observations

Thin-ring model

Conclusions
Counts vs. Time
- consistent with β-meteoroids (~0.1 um) as the primary dust component observed by FIELDS
- 50% count variation implies discrete β-meteoroid generating collision events
- circular dust is in there, but much fewer counts
Counts vs. Time (deviation from 1/r2)
- Inconsistent with thin-ring β-meteoroid source region near 5 Rs
- Consistent with β’s not reaching full velocity by 40 Rs
- implies source region further from Sun than 5 Rs
- further implies that source particles (> 0.1 um) are missing close to the Sun
(dust extinction via collisions and/or sublimation)
Directionality
- Consistent with β-meteoroids (~0.1 um) as the primary dust component observed by FIELDS
- Inconsistent with thin-ring β-meteoroid source region near 5 Rs
- Consistent with β source region further from Sun than 5 Rs (closer to 30 Rs)
- Implies that source particles (> 0.1 um) are missing below ~30 Rs
(dust extinction via collisions and/or sublimation)
Also: Intriguing connections between FIELDS dust impact signatures and WISPR images with
debris streaks (for Parker One meeting)

Questions?

